CASE NUMBER: LSP-2005-1676
FIRST STEP RESPONSE FORM (FIRST STEP RESPONDENT)

TO: [ ]  
CP. C TIGER  
Living Quarters

Response to request dated 05/17/2005, received in this office on 05/18/2005

This request for remedy was received, logged, and set aside until today because you had other requests for remedy pending in the system at the time it was received. Your request for remedy was handled in this manner pursuant to the provision in the Administrative Remedy Procedure entitled, "Multiple Requests."

In your letter of complaint dated May 17, 2005 while housed at Camp C, you state that Major [REDACTED] harassed you by "pretending to spray you with a chemical agent" after he administered the chemical agents on April 21, 2005. Major [REDACTED] denies your allegations. Institutional records reflect on April 21, 2005, you were given several orders to come to the bars to be restrained. Institutional records reflect that you denied all orders given. Institutional records further reflect that a one second burst of Freeze +Plus was administered, and at this time, you complied with the orders given to come to the bars to be restrained. No evidence is found to support your allegations.

Your request for Administrative Remedy is denied.

Prepared by:

Approved by: AWW / tlb

Instructions to Inmate: If you are not satisfied with this response, you may go to Step Two by checking below and forwarding to the ARP Screening Officer in the manila envelope within 5 days of your receipt of this decision.

☑️ I am not satisfied with this response and wish to proceed to Step Two.

Reason: [REDACTED] denied my complaint because [REDACTED] is a defendant in my mother's wrongful death lawsuit which is why Major [REDACTED] retaliated against me. My witness was not interviewed and this ARP was backlogged easily because my prior ARP was not processed until 7 months after it was filed and no prior ARP was pending. I continue to be harassed for exercising my right to file a complaint.

This has become a pattern of practice.